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Gods of Green Mountain - V.C.
Andrews 2004-04-05
What if mere mortals could
meet their Gods and learn the
answers to life's most
mysterious questions? Now
they can. Imagine a planet with
two blazing suns. A world
inhabited by mortals with
flaming red hair, saffron
colored skin, and violet eyes. A
place where extreme and often
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violent weather conditions
force the people underground
where they will be safe...until
the next furious storm strikes.
This strange land is El Sod-APor, the ill-favored one, and in
the far distance sits the Green
Mountain, home of the Gods -Gods who have no mercy. But
everything changes when a
fearless young man, Far-Awn,
defies his father's warnings
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and travels tirelessly, in search
of a star-shaped opalescent
flower. This miraculous plant
becomes the source of neverending food and can even be
made into clear atmospheric
domes, which enclose entire
cities to ensure peace and
protection. Years later El SodA-Por is known as El Dorriane,
the ideal, and Ras-Far,
grandson of the revered FarAwn, is king. The people
happily live a life of plenty -until an entire city is
mysteriously wiped out. A civil
war between the Upper and
Lower Dorrianians ignites,
forcing the king to send an
entourage of the bravest and
strongest men from each
province to the Green
Mountain to seek answers to
this unexpected unrest. RasFar's only child, the beautiful
and headstrong Sharita,
demands to go with the men
across the arid desert plains to
meet the Gods. The handsome
barbarian Dray-Gon, from
Lower Dorriane, leads the
expedition, but he sees the
princess as an unnecessary
burden. Now he will have to
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shield her from the ruthless
sandstorms and evil outlaws
who will attempt to enslave her
at any opportunity. As the
unprecedented journey begins,
their love-hate relationship
transforms into an enthralling
passion, as the princess's icy
exterior begins to thaw and
Dray-Gon turns from a hardedged savage into a gentle
hero. But when they finally
reach the Green Mountain,
they are met with a shocking
revelation that challenges
everything they ever believed
to be true....
Whispering Hearts - V.C.
Andrews 2021-08-24
Renowned for her singing
across the English countryside,
Emma is determined to leave
her misty hometown for the
dazzling streets of New York
City. She'll become a Broadway
star, or die trying. Her father
disowns her on the spot; Emma
walks out of the door and into a
new life. But when she arrives,
her fate is not what she
imagined. Just when it seems
like Emma might have to admit
defeat, she is introduced to a
peculiar couple: a wife that
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cannot bear children of her
own, and a husband who would
pay Emma to solve that
problem. When Emma moves
into the couple's remote estate
to participate in an elaborate
ruse, there's no telling what
kind of life she'll have once
she's taken the money. -adapted from publisher info
Christopher's Diary: Secrets of
Foxworth - V.C. Andrews
2014-10-28
The discovery of Christopher’s
diary in the ruins of Foxworth
Hall brings new secrets of the
Dollanganger family to light in
this riveting novel from V.C.
Andrews, the author of Flowers
in the Attic and Petals on the
Wind, both major Lifetime TV
events. Christopher
Dollanganger was fourteen
when he and his younger
siblings—Cathy and the twins,
Cory and Carrie—were locked
away in the attic of Foxworth
Hall, prisoners of their
mother’s greedy inheritance
scheme. For three long years
he kept hope alive for the sake
of the others. But the shocking
truth about how their ordeal
affected him was always kept
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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hidden—until now. Seventeenyear-old Kristin Masterwood is
thrilled when her father’s
construction company is hired
to inspect the Foxworth
property for a prospective
buyer. The once grand
Southern mansion still sparks
legends and half-truths about
the four innocent Dollanganger
children, even all these
decades later. Foxworth holds
a special fascination for Kristin,
who was too young when her
mother died to learn much
about her distant blood tie to
the notorious family.
Accompanying her dad to the
“forbidden territory,” they find
a leather-bound book, its
yellowed pages filled with the
neat script of Christopher
Dollanganger himself. Her
father grows increasingly
uneasy about her reading it,
but as she devours the teen’s
story page by page, his
shattering account of
temptation, heartache,
courage, and betrayal
overtakes Kristin’s every
thought. And soon her
obsession with the doomed boy
crosses a dangerous line…
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Secret Brother - V.C. Andrews
2015-05-26
The most unexpected
Dollanganger story of them all,
new from the author of Flowers
in the Attic and Petals on the
Wind—both now major Lifetime
movie events. A young boy
suffers amnesia from a trauma
he suffered in what feels like
must have been another life.
He’s adopted into a wealthy
family—but what will happen
when he learns the truth about
his past?
If There Be Thorns/Seeds of
Yesterday - V.C. Andrews
2010-06-22
An old woman in the house
next door gives Chris and
Cathy's youngest son, Bart, a
strange book that drives him to
the brink of madness, and then
their family moves into the
reconstructed Foxworth Hall,
which has been left to Bart.
Scattered Leaves - Virginia C.
Andrews 2007
Sent to live with her greataunt, Jordan March finds a
friend in the person of Alanis
King, the teenage
granddaughter of the rundown
farm's handyman, who helps
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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Jordan unearth more of her
family's dark secrets.
Shadows of Foxworth - V.C.
Andrews 2021-12-28
""A Flowers in the Attic tie-in"-Jacket.
Bittersweet Dreams - Virginia
Andrews 2015-10-27
Mayfair Cummings is young,
beautiful, and brilliant. But her
intelligence makes her the
outcast of both the private
school she attends and the
broken family she hopes to
salvage. When she catches the
eye of both a popular senior
and her handsome English
teacher, not even her brilliant
mind can help her navigate the
explosive new relationships she
is forming, or a scandal that is
brewing…
Christopher's Diary: Echoes
of Dollanganger - V.C.
Andrews 2015-01-27
While accompanying her father
during his inspection of the
Foxworth property for a
prospective buyer, Kristin
Masterwood finds Christopher
Dollanganger's diary.
My Sweet Audrina - V.C.
Andrews 2015-12-29
Contains excerpt of Whitefern,
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sequel to My sweet Audrina.
Petals on the Wind - Virginia C.
Andrews 1980
Cathy discovers that she has
the power to revenge those
childhood years locked in an
attic with her brother and
sister.
Christopher's Diary: Secrets of
Foxworth - V.C. Andrews
2014-10-28
"A new novel from V.C.
Andrews, the legendary author
of Flowers in the Attic--now a
hit Lifetime TV movie!"-Shadows of Foxworth - V.C.
Andrews 2020-06-30
Forbidden passions have been
the hallmark of the
Dollanganger clan since
Flowers in the Attic debuted
more than forty years ago. In
this third book of a new related
trilogy, witness the birth of the
Dollanganger curse as Corrine
Foxworth’s children learn that
family is but destiny by
another, crueler name. As a
young girl in France, Marlena
Hunter’s life was a fairy tale.
She had a talented artist for a
father, a doting mother, and a
brother she couldn’t be closer
to. She loved her family; she
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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just didn’t know what her
family actually was. When a car
crash kills their parents,
Marlena and Yvon lose not only
France, but also their identity.
Sent to Richmond, Virginia,
they arrive at the home of two
aunts they’ve never met before,
who tell them that their true
last name is Dawson, that their
father had fled the family years
back—and that now the family
is calling in the debt. Trapped
in a mansion with as many
secrets as rooms, Marlena
yearns for escape. But in
America, you can either make
friends or make profit, and
Yvon suddenly seems much
more interested in the latter.
While he is free to leave the
house, Marlena is left to avoid
lecherous tutors and the
secretary-to-wife track
expected of a woman. Caught
between mastering the game to
escape it and falling prey to its
allure, she needs to learn
fast—for Malcolm Foxworth
has cast his eye in her
direction. And no family name
can protect her from the
twisted roots of the
Dollanganger family tree.
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Into the Woods - V.C.
Andrews 2003-01-01
Her life would never be the
same once she ventured...
INTO THE WOODS The only
child of a U.S. naval officer
father and a charming mother,
Grace Houston is the center of
her parents' universe -- until
sudden tragedy tears her world
apart. Now Grace and her
mother, Jackie Lee, move from
the naval base in Virginia to
ritzy Palm Beach, Florida, to
start all over again. It's hard
enough being the new girl -but Grace is enrolled at a
prestigious private school
where what you wear is more
important than who you are.
Now her own mother is
pressuring her to do whatever
it takes to be accepted by the
in-crowd. But Grace just wants
to close her eyes and
disappear.... Soon Jackie Lee
marries a sophisticated
millionaire, Winston
Montgomery, who is her ticket
to high society. But happiness
once again vanishes into the
shadows...and it's not long
before the young and dashing
Kirby Scott works his way into
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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Jackie Lee's life. He's got his
eye on her newly inherited
fortune -- and something much
more precious: her beautiful,
innocent daughter....
Out of the Attic - V.C. Andrews
2020-02-04
“I will probably be clutching
Flowers in the Attic in my
gnarled hands on my
deathbed.” —GILLIAN FLYNN,
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of Sharp Objects The
twisted, beloved Dollanganger
legend began two generations
before Corrine Foxworth
locked away her children in
Flowers in the Attic. The
second book in a new prequel
story arc, Out of the Attic
explores the Dollanganger
family saga by traveling back
decades to when the clan’s
wicked destiny first took root.
Married to the handsome,
wealthy Garland Foxworth
following a wildfire romance,
and an unexpected pregnancy,
young Corrine Dixon finds her
life very different from how she
imagined it. Often alone in the
mansion of Foxworth Hall, she
can practically feel the
ancestors’ judgment of her as
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insufficient—as not a Foxworth.
Stern portraits glare at her
from the walls, and the
servants treat her strangely.
Nothing in the vast place is
truly hers. Even her son,
Malcolm Foxworth, born in the
luxe Swan Room and instantly
whisked away to a wet nurse,
feels alien to her. With a
husband alternately absent and
possessively close, Corrine
doesn’t yet realize that she’s
barely scratched the surface of
what lies beneath Foxworth
Hall’s dark facade and the
family that guards its legacies.
With the fortieth anniversary
celebration of Flowers in the
Attic, and ten new Lifetime
movies in the past five years,
there has never been a better
time to experience the
forbidden world of V.C.
Andrews.
Celeste - Virginia Andrews
2012-12-25
He was her mirror image. Now
the mirror has cracked. Celeste
and her identical twin brother,
Noble, are as close as can be until a tragic accident takes
Noble's life. It's a loss that
pushes their mother, a woman
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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obsessed with New Age
superstitions, over the edge.
Desperate to keep her son
'alive', Celeste's mother forces
her to cut her hair, wear boys'
clothes - and take on Noble's
identity. Celeste has virtually
disappeared - until a handsome
boy moves in next door, and
Celeste will risk her mother's
wrath to let herself come back
to life.
Flowers in the Attic - V.C.
Andrews 2005-08-02
Chris, Cathy, and the twins are
to be kept hidden until their
grandfather dies so that their
mother will receive a sizeable
inheritance, however, years
pass and terrifying things
occur as the four children grow
up in their one room prison.
Tarnished Gold - Virginia
Andrews 2013-09-12
Her high school graduation just
days away, Gabriel Landry is
blissfully happy - until rich
cannery owner Octavious Tate
waylays her near a secluded
pond and shatters her
innocence, forever. Pregnant
and desolate, Gabriel agrees to
a shocking plan that will allow
Octavious' frigid wife, Gladys,
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to claim the baby as her own.
But nothing can prepare
Gabriel for the terrible moment
when Gladys takes her baby
away. Drifting in a world of
gloom, Gabriel is only
comforted by chance glimpses
of her son, until a hunting
party brings handsome Creole
millionaire Pierre Dumas to the
bayou. Falling desperately in
love, Gabriel will not heed the
voice warning her that their joy
may bring her more grief than
she can bear.
Out of the Rain - V.C.
Andrews 2021-11-09
"First Gallery Books trade
paperback edition"--Copyright
page.
Out of the Rain - V.C.
Andrews 2021-11-02
"First Gallery Books trade
paperback edition"--Copyright
page.
The Umbrella Lady - V.C.
Andrews 2021-02-02
A young girl who has lost her
father finds herself at the
mercy of a mysterious woman
who is not quite what she
seems in this atmospheric and
unputdownable novel from the
New York Times bestselling
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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author of the Flowers in the
Attic series turned into popular
Lifetime movies. Left on a train
platform in an unfamiliar
village, little Saffron Faith
Anders is certain her father
will return shortly, just like he
promised. She holds out hope
even as the hours pass and the
station grows dark. When a
strange old woman with a large
umbrella approaches and
inquiries about her situation,
Saffron doesn’t immediately
trust the imposing do-gooder,
but with the chances of her
father returning growing ever
slimmer, she agrees to rest at
the old woman’s house. Her
stay was supposed to be for a
few minutes, hours at most, but
soon, Saffron soon realizes she
has been confined to a house of
dark secrets and is now at the
mercy of the enigmatic
Umbrella Lady. One minute
grandmotherly and the next
wickedly cruel, she shears
Saffron’s hair, burns all the
clothes she had in her suitcase,
and pretends that the photo of
a young girl hanging on her
bedroom wall is no one in
particular. When strange
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letters arrive from Saffron’s
father, claiming that he will
send for her shortly, hope
returns to her young heart. But
Saffron soon discovers that
those who claim to love you
will often hurt you the most....
Ruby - Virginia Andrews
2013-09-12
The first novel in the
spellbinding Landry family
series. The only family Ruby
Landry has ever known are her
loving grandparents. Although
her mother is dead and she has
never met her mysterious
father, Ruby is grateful for all
she has, especially when her
attraction for handsome Paul
Tate blossoms into a wonderful
love. But Paul's wealthy
parents forbid him to associate
with a poor Landry, and when
Ruby's grandmother dies, she
is forced to seek out the father
she has never known in his vast
New Orleans mansion. There,
in a house of lies, madness and
cruel torment, a shameful
deception comes to light, and
Ruby must cling to her
memories of Paul: for only their
love can save her now.
If There Be Thorns - V.C.
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews
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Andrews 2011-02-08
Now a major Lifetime movie
event—Book Three of the
Dollanganger series that began
with Flowers in the Attic—the
novel of forbidden love that
captured the world’s
imagination and earned V.C.
Andrews a fiercely devoted
fanbase. They hide the
shocking truth to protect their
children. But someone who
knows their dark secret is
watching. Christopher and
Cathy have made a loving
home for their handsome and
talented teenager Jory, their
imaginative nine-year-old Bart,
and a sweet baby daughter.
Then an elderly woman and her
strange butler move in next
door. The Old Woman in Black
watches from her window,
lures lonely Bart inside with
cookies and ice cream, and
asks him to call her
“grandmother.” Slowly Bart
transforms, each visit pushing
him closer to the edge of
madness and violence, while
his anguished parents can only
watch. For Cathy and Chris,
the horrors of the past have
come home…and everything
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they love may soon be torn
from them.
Petals on the wind - V.
C.|q(Virginia C.) Andrews 2005
Flowers In The Attic - V.C.
Andrews 2011-02-08
Celebrate the fortieth
anniversary of the enduring
gothic masterpiece Flowers in
the Attic—the unforgettable
forbidden love story that
earned V.C. Andrews a fiercely
devoted fan base and became
an international cult classic. At
the top of the stairs there are
four secrets hidden—blond,
innocent, and fighting for their
lives… They were a perfect and
beautiful family—until a
heartbreaking tragedy
shattered their happiness.
Now, for the sake of an
inheritance that will ensure
their future, the children must
be hidden away out of sight, as
if they never existed. They are
kept in the attic of their
grandmother’s labyrinthine
mansion, isolated and alone. As
the visits from their seemingly
unconcerned mother slowly
dwindle, the four children grow
ever closer and depend upon
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

one another to survive both
this cramped world and their
cruel grandmother. A
suspenseful and thrilling tale of
family, greed, murder, and
forbidden love, Flowers in the
Attic is the unputdownable first
novel of the epic Dollanganger
family saga. The Dollanganger
series includes: Flowers in the
Attic, Petals in the Wind, If
There Be Thorns, Seeds of
Yesterday, Garden of Shadows,
Beneath the Attic, and Out of
the Attic.
Darkest Hour - V.C. Andrews
2011-02-08
Growing up on the thriving
plantation called The
Meadows, Lillian Booth
cherishes the brightest,
happiest dreams.... Lillian's
world is full of grand parties, of
sunshine and promises, as
thrilling as the fairy tales
Mama spins for her and her
little sister, Eugenia. No one,
not even her cold, stern Papa
and her Bible spouting sister
Emily, can crush her spirits -until the day Emily reveals the
shattering secret at Lillian's
birth, a secret Mama sadly
cannot deny. Still Lillian
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refuses to believe Emily's
hateful claim that she is evil, a
curse...even when sweet,
gentle Eugenia loses her
fragile hold on life, and Mama
retreats further into her
fantasies. But when tragedy
befalls her best friend, the one
boy whose tender heart mirrors
her own, Lillian comes to
believe Emily's grim words.
Meekly, she endures her
penance, finding a strange
solace in the endless repetition
of prayers in a room stripped of
all comforts. Lillian's heart is
torn anew when, in a drunken
haze, Papa subjects her to the
most brutal degradation. Then
Papa loses The Meadows in a
card game, and Lillian is faced
with a new and terrifying
prospect. Arrogant, handsome
playboy Bill Cutler will return
the plantation -- if Lillian will
marry him! Now Lillian must
leave her girlhood home
behind, and make a bold new
beginning as the mistress of a
hotel called Cutler's Cove...
The Flowers in the Attic Saga V.C. Andrews 2016-10-18
V.C. Andrews’s bestselling
Flowers in the Attic saga has
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

been enjoyed by millions of
readers for more than thirty
years. Now, all five books are
available together in this new
collection! In Flowers in the
Attic and Petals on the Wind,
Chris, Cathy, Cory, and Carrie
had the perfect lives—until a
tragic accident changed
everything. Now they are
trapped in their grandparents’
attic, waiting for their mother
to figure out what to do next.
As the days turn into weeks
and the weeks turn into
months, the unspeakable
horrors that plague them are
rivaled only by the sinful
jealousies that begin to rise. In
If There Be Thorns and Seeds
of Yesterday, Cathy and Chris
have moved on from their days
in the attic, but the sins and
secrets of their past keep
catching up to them. Now their
children may be doomed to
repeat their mistakes. In the
Garden of Shadows prequel,
young Olivia arrives at
Foxworth Hall thinking her
marriage to handsome Malcolm
will bring the joy she has
longed for. But in the gloomy
mansion filled with festering
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desires and forbidden passions,
a shocking secret lives. A
secret that will taint the
Foxworth family for
generations to come.
Petals on the Wind - V.C.
Andrews 2011-02-08
On the heels of the successful
Lifetime TV version of Flowers
in the Attic comes the TV movie
tie-in edition of Petals On the
Wind, the second book in the
captivating Dollanganger saga.
Forbidden love comes into full
bloom. For three years they
were kept hidden in the eaves
of Foxworth Hall, their
existence all but denied by a
mother who schemed to inherit
a fortune. For three years their
fate was in the hands of their
righteous, merciless
grandmother. They had to stay
strong...but in their hopeless
world, Cathy and her brother
Christopher discovered
blossoming desires that
tumbled into a powerful
obsession. Now, with their frail
sister Carrie, they have broken
free and scraped enough
together for three bus tickets
and a chance at a new life. The
horrors of the attic are behind
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

them...but they will carry its
legacy of dark secrets forever.
Eden's Children - V.C.
Andrews 2022-10-25
Mother doesn’t always know
best in this atmospheric and
twisty novel from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author
of the Flowers in the Attic
series and Landry series—now
popular Lifetime movies. When
former teacher Paula Eden
adopts Faith and Trevor, she is
astounded by their natural
intelligence and decides to
homeschool them to nurture
their brilliance. But as the
years go on, Faith and Trevor
itch for more independence.
When Faith sets her sights on a
handsome young man visiting
from out of town, Paula grows
increasingly desperate to
preserve her small family and
her plans for the children to
carry on her legacy. Luckily,
she has a cohort in loyal
Trevor, who will do anything to
please his mother, even at the
risk of hurting his sister and
potentially changing their lives
forever.
Seeds of Yesterday - V.C.
Andrews 2011-02-08
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Now a major Lifetime movie
event—Book Four of the
Dollanganger series that began
with Flowers in the Attic—the
novel of forbidden love that
captured the world’s
imagination and earned V.C.
Andrews a fiercely devoted
fanbase. They escaped their
mother’s hellish trap years ago,
but a cruel history of lies and
deceit has come full circle…
The forbidden love that
blossomed when Cathy and
Christopher were held captive
in Foxworth Hall is one the
Dollanganger family’s darkest
secrets. Now, with three grown
children and even a new last
name, the pair seem to have
outlived a twisted legacy. But
on their son Bart’s twenty-fifth
birthday, when the spiteful and
disturbed young man claims his
rightful inheritance, the full,
shattering truth of their tainted
past will be revealed at
Foxworth Hall—the place
where the nightmare began,
and where Christopher and
Cathy were once just innocent
flowers in the attic…
Daughter of Darkness - V.C.
Andrews 2010-10-26
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

When I was a little girl, Daddy
told me never to fear the dark.
“We exist because of the
darkness,” he told me. “All of
you are daughters of
darkness.” Beloved bestselling
author V.C. Andrews’s passion
for vampires comes to
spellbinding life in a longawaited novel of dark desires
as all-consuming—and
forbidden—as in Flowers in the
Attic. One night, with the
sound of a young man’s
scream, high school senior
Lorelei discovers that her stern
but loving father, who adopted
Lorelei and her sisters as
infants, is no ordinary man. He
has raised his beautiful girls
for one purpose: to lure young
men into their world of
shadows. Like her sisters,
Lorelei has been trained in the
art of seduction and warned
never to fall in love. But when
she meets a handsome and
charming classmate, she boldly
defies her family and follows
her heart—even if love is a
poison. . . . Dangerously
enticing and deliriously
intoxicating, V.C. Andrews’s
Daughter of Darkness will
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leave readers thirsting for
more.
Becoming My Sister - V.C.
Andrews 2022-03-15
"From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of FLOWERS
IN THE ATTIC, the newest
novel from V.C. Andrews. A
novel about a family, the family
house, and the secrets within"-Secret Brother - V.C. Andrews
2015-05-26
The most unexpected
Dollanganger story of them all,
new from the author of Flowers
in the Attic and Petals on the
Wind—both now major Lifetime
movie events. A young boy
suffers amnesia from a trauma
he suffered in what feels like
must have been another life.
He’s adopted into a wealthy
family—but what will happen
when he learns the truth about
his past?
Out of the Attic - V.C. Andrews
2020-12-29
The twisted, beloved
Dollanganger legend began
two generations before Corrine
Foxworth locked away her
children in Flowers in the Attic.
The second book in a new
prequel story arc, Out of the
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

Attic explores the Dollanganger
family saga by traveling back
decades to when the clan’s
wicked destiny first took root.
Married to the handsome,
wealthy Garland Foxworth
following a wildfire romance
and an unexpected pregnancy,
young Corrine Dixon finds her
life very different from how she
imagined it. Often alone in the
mansion of Foxworth Hall, she
can practically feel the
ancestors’ judgment of her as
insufficient—as not a Foxworth.
Stern portraits glare at her
from the walls, and the
servants treat her strangely.
Nothing in the vast place is
truly hers. Even her son,
Malcolm Foxworth, born in the
luxe Swan Room and instantly
whisked away to a wet nurse,
feels alien to her. With a
husband alternately absent and
possessively close, Corrine
doesn’t yet realize that she’s
barely scratched the surface of
what lies beneath Foxworth
Hall’s dark facade and the
family that guards its legacies.
With the fortieth anniversary
celebration of Flowers in the
Attic, and ten new Lifetime
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movies in the past five years,
there has never been a better
time to experience the
forbidden world of V.C.
Andrews.
Garden of Shadows - V.C.
Andrews 2011-02-08
The inspiration behind
Lifetime’s new miniseries
event, Flowers in the Attic: The
Origin Olivia dreamed of a sunfilled love, a happy life. Then
she entered Foxworth Hall...
V.C. Andrews' thrilling new
novel spins a tale of dreadful
secrets and dark, forbidden
passions—of the time before
Flowers in the Attic began.
Long before terror flowered in
the attic, thin, spinsterish
Olivia came to Virginia as
Malcolm Foxworth's bride. At
last, with her tall handsome
husband, she would find the joy
she had waited for, longed for.
But in the gloomy mansion
filled with hidden rooms and
festering desires, a stain of
jealous obsession begins to
spread...an evil that will
threaten her children, two
lovely boys and one very
special, beautiful girl. For
within one innocent child, a
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

shocking secret lives...a secret
that will taint the proud
Foxworth name, and haunt all
their lives forever!
Flowers in the Attic/Petals on
the Wind - V.C. Andrews
2009-11-10
A value-priced bindup of the
first two books ever published
by V. C. Andrews, Flowers in
the Attic and Petals on the
Wind.
Flowers in the Attic/Petals
on the Wind/If There Be
Thorns/Seeds of Yesterday V. C. Andrews 1991-08-01
Flowers in the Attic))If There
Be Thorns))Petals on the
Wind))Seeds of Yesterday))4
Vols.
Secrets in the Attic - V.C.
Andrews 2007-09-25
Karen and Zipporah are best
friends, sharing everything,
including a clever scheme
when Karen's stepfather begins
molesting her, but things get
out of hand when Karen
disappears on the eve of her
stepfather's murder.
Melody - V.C. Andrews
2011-02-08
Melody Logan knew her
beautiful mother, Haille, was
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unhappy in their hardscrabble
mining town.... But with her
wonderful father's unwavering
love, Melody always felt safe -until a dreadful mine accident
ripped her from her family's
moorings. She was still
devastated by her father's
death when she left West
Virginia with Haille to follow
her mother's dream of
becoming a model or actress.
But first they stopped in Cape
Cod to visit her father's family
at last. Melody knew only that
her grandparents had
disowned their son when he
married Haille -- just because
she was an orphan, her mother
said. Yet moments after Melody
first laid eyes on dour, Biblespouting Uncle Jacob, nervous
Aunt Sara, and her cousins -handsome Cary, whose twin,
Laura, had been killed recently
in a sailing accident, and
sweet, deaf little May -- Haille
announced that Melody was to
live with them. Sleeping in
Laura's old room, Melody was
awash in a sea of grief and
confusion, with only her
beloved fiddle to comfort her.
Then Cary revealed the truth
petals-on-the-wind-vc-andrews

he'd gleaned about her parents
-- a sad shocking story that
only puzzled her more. Melody
knew nothing of the dark
deceptions that would soon
surface...the devastating
betrayals she would face before
she glimpsed the faint,
beckoning lights of a safe
harbor....
Seeds of Yesterday - V. C.
Andrews 1989-06
"The forbidden love that
blossomed when Cathy and
Christopher were held captive
in Foxworth Hall is one the
Dollanganger family's darkest
secrets. Now, with three grown
children and even a new last
name, the pair seem to have
outlived a twisted legacy. But
on their son Bart's twenty-fifth
birthday, when the spiteful and
disturbed young man claims his
rightful inheritance, the full,
shattering truth of their tainted
past will be revealed at
Foxworth Hall--the place where
the nightmare began, and
where Christopher and Cathy
were once just innocent
flowers in the attic ..."--Page 4
of cover
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